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Literary devices in life of pi

P. 135 And he couldn't jump over it like a jack in a box. P. 145 with tabs that are ridiculously mouselike. p. 160 (Pi explains the feeling of losing his parents) - who supports it as a tree trunk supports it branches ... It's likeiling the sun over you. p. 191 (Richard Parker's appearance
description) - was small, expressive ears shaped perfect arches ... A face that looked like the wings of a butterfly. p. 201 (Description of the lifeboat) - held on the surface of the water as fingers grabbed the edge of a rock. Metaphor for the title Life Pi:- The circle of life, and the never-ending
space around Pi himself.- The journey of life magap. 191 (Richard Parker's facial expression) - bore expression vaguely old and Chinese. p. 250 (The wildlife beneath the lifeboat and raft) - What I saw was upside down town, small, quiet, and peaceful... p. 284 (The waves of the sea during
the storm) - These waves are really mountains. p. 135 (The sounds Pi heard while the ship sank) - ... and what about the whistling of the wind and the hissing of the sea as the waves broke. p. 201 (Description of the lifeboat) - held on the surface of the water as fingers grabbed the edge of a
rock. 11. p. 239 (Pi describes how long he survived while still at sea) - I survived 227 days. p. 330 (Richard every night after landing on the island) - Richard Parker continues to return to the lifeboat. It shows the reader that there may be something wrong on the island at night, that Richard
Parker is afraid, or at least not like.p. 333 (Richard Parker's life on the algae island) - Richard Parker gained weight every day. The foresight tells the reader that there is life somewhere on the island. Motif: These are animals we didn't stop. (page 41) Pictures The stripe of black and orange
flowed from one cage to the other. (page 39) Dramatic irony But you can't be Hindu, Christian and Muslim. It's impossible, it's impossible. You have to choose. (Page 76) Repetition But one thing is clear: atman seeks to realize Brahman to unite in the Absolute, and travels in this life on a
pilgrimage where he is born and dies and is reborn, and dies again, and again, until he manages to shed the pods that imprison here below. (Page 53-54) Alliteration How a large, black, tropical cat managed to survive more than two months of a Swiss winter without anyone seeing it, let
alone attacking anyone, speaks clearly of the fact that it escaped from zoo they're not dangerous criminals, they're just wild creatures who want to fit in. (page 46) Symbol: My name is Piscine Molitor Patel. (page 24) Simile imagined that he waved the Muslim believers into the mosque,
much like the bells summoned us Christians to the church. (Page 65) Assonance His hands went boom on my head. (Page 63) Foresthreatening: Yes, it all powerfully drew the attention of my bewildered parents. See, they didn't know. They didn't know I was Hindu, Christian and Muslim. '
(page 71) Exaggeration Is that so? Well, it was really good for God to have him with you... You tried to kill him! You cut him to the cross with big nails. (Page 74) Babylon Anglo-Chinese (S) (啦) 拟, 拟论quote his quotes or quotes from a few lines, poems, extracts or paragraphs of a literary
piece. These quotes or quotations sometimes depict the main theme, or an aspect of the subject, or some universal truth. Yann Martel quotes or quotations in Pi's life contain not only mystical and life-changing elements, but also universality. Some popular quotes from Life of Pi have been
explained below. Quotes from Life of PiQuote #1 I know zoos are no longer in people's good graces. Religion is facing the same problem. Certain illusions about freedom plague them allPart-I, Chapter -4Pi comments on her perception of wildlife held in a zoo and compares it to the general
views of people about religion. He argues that people perceive one thing in their delusional thoughts and believe it to be objective truths. In zoos, animals are given favorable conditions for life. Similarly, through religion, the believer's conception takes place under similar circumstances.
Quote #2 Christ spent an agonizing night in prayer, if he broke from the cross: God, My God, why couldn't you master me? Then we'll definitely see doubts. But we have to move on. To choose doubt as a philosophy of life is similar to choosing immobility as a means of transportPart -1,



Chapter -7Those lines echo your thoughts after meeting with his teacher Mr. Kumar of Petit Seminaire. He then questions the existence of God. He believes that logic and scientific reasoning are greater than all religious teachings. Pi agrees with his teacher, but also tells the reader that
man cannot imagine life without God's presence. Because we trust in the different meanings of life and human purpose through faith in God, e.#3 There are animals that we have not stopped. Don't think they're harmless. Life protects itself, no matter how small. All animals are cruel and
dangerous. It may not kill you, but it will surely hurtPart -1, Chapter -8Pi father Santosh teaches his sons Pi and Ravi an important lesson instincts. It takes them near cages of small and gentle animals, such as guinea pigs. advises them not to take all living things for a living. He explains that
life is important to all living things and that every soul will fight to survive. I'll #4She for a moment. One, one, one, no, no, that's the point. One nation, one passport. A nation in the sky? Yes, I am. Or none of them. There's this opportunity, you know. These are terribly old-fashioned things
you had to do. If there's only one nation in the sky, shouldn't all passports be valid? Part -1, Chapter -26Pi questions her mother about the existence of various religions such as Islam, Christianity, and Hinduism. He asks why their followers don't have religious harmony. If the ultimate goal is
to serve and love God, it can be done by following any religion. Pi argues that if you are just a nation, that means you need a valid passport as well. In other words, it means that if there is a deity in the sky, there must be a religion. Quote #5A moments of wonder, easy to avoid small
thinking, to entertain thoughts that span the thunder and the bitch, thick and thin, near and farPart -2, Chapter -85Pi comments over the nature of relief and rescue from natural hazards, such as thunderstorms. He admires the workings of the universe. He believes that when confronted with
the wonder of nature, man cannot stop thinking about his origin, his process, and the power that controls it. Nature is full of surprises and reminds mankind of God's grace and plans. I quote #6Kaptam my feet, the first time in a long time I have made such an effort. Can you believe it,
Richard Parker? People, food, beds. Life is ours again. Oh, what happiness. Part -2, Chapter -86Pi meets another ship in the ocean. He screams with happiness as he talks to Richard Parker, the tiger. He believes that the basic necessities of life as food, shelter and human companionship
are happiness. He concludes that from birth to death, one's life revolves around the struggle to meet these inevitable needs of life. Quote #7 what do you mean? You're the most precious, wonderful man on earth. Come on, brother, let's be together and feast on each other's company2. Part
II, Chapter -90Pi and Richard Parker are exhausted from the hunger sensations and sufferings of the harsh sea. It shows that humans and animals, although of different nature, are companions in this life. They suffer from the same disease and desire. Just like you tell Richard Parker they
can have each other, which means Pi is willing to sacrifice himself. Quote #8Csak because you've never seen them before. That's right, i'm sorry. We believe what we seePart -3, Chapter -99A Pi and the conversation between the officials reveals Pi's subjective experiences. Until Pi is
rescued from the coast of Mexico, he has many good and good things. He also found that nature present in marine life. However, when describing the ordeal to officials, they do not believe him and present various scientific or historical facts. In response, Pi tells them that they never believe
in his story unless they experience it themselves. It also learns an important lesson from life that you must always be open to subjective experiences and knowledge. Quote #9Amit do not realize what a strange and prohibitive species of wildlife. We fill them with fear. They get us as far as
possiblePart-3, Chapter -99Pi talks about Mr. Okamato and Mr. Chiba saying that humans are weird and bizarre like animals. You mean people scare animals just as much as they scare us. That's why animals feel threatened, to share their natural habitat with humans. Quote #10Ne me
with your courtesy. Love is hard to believe, ask a lover. Life is hard to believe, ask any scientist. God is hard to believe, ask all believersPart-3, Chapter -99Pi responds to interrogation officials that they must meet believers who believe in love, science, and God. He also uses sarcasm to be
polite. He also tells us that if we believe in the philosophy of one thing, one finds the answers and true salvation. You mean logic is the only way to answer life's questions. In other words, it means that life and God can seem troubling to searchers as they cannot fully understand them. Them.
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